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Abstract
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a binary matroid to be graphic. The condition is very
natural, but, unlike other similar results, it gives a trivial algorithm for testing graphicness.
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1. Introduction
Given a matroid M with elements E and rank function r (see [4] for a definition of the rank
function), a separator of M is a set S ⊆ E such that r(S) + r(E \ S) = r(E). An elementary
separator of M is a minimal nonempty separator. If X1, X2 and X3 are cocircuits of a matroid M ,
we say that X1 does not separate X2 and X3 if X2 \ X1 and X3 \ X1 are contained in the same
elementary separator of M \ X1. Otherwise X1 separates X2 and X3. Fournier’s Theorem [2]
says that a matroid M is graphic iff for any three cocircuits of M having nonempty intersection
there exists one that separates the other two.
Given a cocircuit Y of M on E, where we assume that M has at most one elementary separator,
we call the elementary separators B1, . . . ,Bk of M \ Y the bridges of Y . Let Mi = M/(E \
(Bi ∪Y)), for 1 i  k, and let πi denote the partition of Y into sets of elements that are parallel
in Mi . For i = j , Bi avoids Bj if there exists Si ∈ πi and Sj ∈ πj such that Si ∪ Sj = Y . The
avoidance graph of Y is the graph whose vertices are bridges of Y , with two bridges adjacent iff
they are not avoiding (these definitions are from [1]).
In [6] Tutte proved that the avoidance graph of a cocircuit of a graphic matroid has no odd
cycles. This necessary condition for graphicness, like Fournier’s necessary and sufficient condi-
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matroids which combines the results of Tutte and Fournier, but which need only be checked on
fundamental cocircuits. We will prove:
Theorem 1. Let B be a fixed basis of a binary matroid M . Then, M is graphic iff
(i) for any fundamental cocircuit C of M the avoidance graph of C is bipartite, and
(ii) for any three fundamental cocircuits of M that share a common element, there is one that
separates the other two.
As a graph G is planar iff M∗(G) is graphic, Theorem 1 also gives a new test for planarity.
2. Fundamental graphs
The fundamental graph of M relative to a basis B is the bipartite graph whose vertices are
elements of M , with e ∈ E − B adjacent to exactly those elements which lie in the fundamental
circuit of e with respect to B .
We will prove Theorem 1 by establishing two conditions on fundamental graphs which are
equivalent to conditions (i) and (ii).
In the proof that follows, H will always denote a graph, E the set of elements of a matroid,
and G a fundamental graph. A given element or set of elements of a matroid M with basis B
and the corresponding vertex or vertices on the fundamental graph of M relative to B will be
represented by the same letter (the reference will be clear from the context). The symbol VG
will denote the vertices of G, EG the edges and NG(v) will denote the neighbouring vertices
of v ∈ VG. If S ⊆ VG, then NG(S) =⋃v∈S NG(v) − S. The symbol B will always denote the
basis elements of a matroid, as well as the corresponding vertices of the fundamental graph G
(and B∗ will denote the cobasis E \ B). We will sometimes abuse notation and call a vertex and
its neighbourhood on G a fundamental circuit or cocircuit. The symbol C(G) will denote the
vertex sets of the components of G.
Let G be the fundamental graph of M with basis B on E. We will assume the following facts
about graphs and fundamental graphs as well known or evident.
Lemma 2. Every odd closed walk on a graph contains an odd cycle.
Lemma 3. If e ∈ E \ B , then the fundamental graph of M \ e may be derived by deleting the
vertex labelled e from G. The same holds for M/e when e ∈ B .
Lemma 4. Let Y be the fundamental cocircuit of an element y in B . Then the bridges of M \ Y
correspond exactly to the vertex sets in C(G − (NG(y) ∪ y)).
We will call the vertex sets of C(G − NG(y) ∪ y) the bridges of G at y.
Lemma 5. Let M be a matroid, let G be the fundamental graph of M with respect to the basis B ,
let y ∈ B , and let B1 and B2 be bridges of the fundamental cocircuit NG(y)∪y. Then, B1 avoids
B2 if and only if either
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(ii) NG(B1) ⊆ NG(B2) and, for each u,v ∈ NG(B1), NG(u) ∩ B2 = NG(v) ∩ B2; or
(iii) NG(B2) ⊆ NG(B1) and, for each u,v ∈ NG(B2), NG(u) ∩ B1 = NG(v) ∩ B1.
Proof. Let Y = {y ∪ NG(y)} be the fundamental cocircuit of y ∈ B in M and for a ∈ {1,2}, let
Ma and πa be as defined in the second paragraph of this paper (so that the elements of Mα are
Bα ∪NG(y)∪ y). Let Ga be the fundamental graph of Ma (i.e., Ga is the subgraph of G induced
by vertices with labels in Ma). For a ∈ {1,2}, let Na = NG(y) − NG(Ba), and let NG(B2) ∩
NG(B1) = N . Element v ∈ B∗ is parallel to u ∈ E if either u ∈ B∗ and NG(u) = NG(v), or
u ∈ B and NG(v) = u. In Ga , the vertices in Na lie in the same parallel class as y (as y is their
only neighbour), and in a different parallel class than vertices in NG(Ba). We have three cases:
1. N = ∅. As N1 ∪ y and N2 ∪ y are parallel classes in G1 and G2 (and consequently in M1
and M2) and Y = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ y, B1 avoids B2.
2. N = ∅, NG(B1)\NG(B2) = ∅ and NG(B2)\NG(B1) = ∅. Suppose B1 and B2 are avoiding.
Then there exists S1 ∈ π1 and S2 ∈ π2 such that S1 ∪ S2 = Y . Suppose without loss of generality,
y ∈ S1. Then S1 = N1 ∪ y. But S2 cannot contain both N and NG(B1) \ NG(B2) and we have
a contradiction. Hence B1 and B2 are nonavoiding.
3. NG(B2) ⊆ NG(B1) or NG(B1) ⊆ NG(B2). Suppose, without loss of generality, that the
former holds and suppose also that the second half of condition (iii) above holds. As the
vertices in N form a parallel class in G1 and the vertices in N2 ∪ y form a parallel class
in G2, B1 avoids B2. Now suppose NG(B2) ⊆ NG(B1) and the second half of condition (iii)
fails (so that |N |  2). Suppose Y = S1 ∪ S2 for S1 ∈ π1 and S2 ∈ π2. If y ∈ S1, then
S1 = y ∪ NG(y) \ NG(B1). (Since in G1 y can only be parallel to elements of Y which have
y as their only neighbour.) But then NG(B1) ⊆ S2, which is impossible. Hence we may assume
S2 = N2 ∪ y. S1, however, cannot contain N , as at least two vertices in N have different neigh-
bourhoods in G1. Hence we have a contradiction and B1 and B2 must be nonavoiding. 
The avoidance graph of G at y, which we denote Ay(G), has as vertices the bridges of G at y,
with two bridges joined by an edge iff the bridges are nonavoiding.
The following lemmas follow immediately from Lemma 5:
Lemma 6. B1 and B2 are nonavoiding iff there exist u ∈ B1 and v ∈ B2 such that ∅ = NG(u) ∩
NG(B2) = NG(B2) and ∅ = NG(v) ∩ NG(B1) = NG(B1).
Lemma 7. If NG(B1) ⊆ NG(B2) and there exists u ∈ B1 such that ∅ = NG(u) ∩ NG(B2) =
NG(B2), then B1 and B2 are nonavoiding.
We say G is graphic if G is the fundamental graph of some graph H . For vertices u, v and w
contained in B , we say v separates u and w if u and w lie in separate components of G −
(NG(v)∪ v). A set S = {u,v,w} is called a Fournier triple if NG(u)∩NG(v)∩NG(w) = ∅ and
no vertex in S separates the other pair.
If G is the fundamental graph of H relative to some tree T , we say (H,T ) is consistent
with G. If u ∈ V (G), then u¯ will denote the corresponding edge of H , and if S ⊆ V (G), then S
will denote the corresponding set of edges of H .
We will use the following two results of Tutte [5]:
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nonseparating, then M is graphic if and only if each fundamental circuit has size at most 3.
Theorem 9. Let (C∗,L,R) be a partition of the elements of a binary matroid M such that C∗
is a separating cocircuit and, for any two elements e, f ∈ L ∪ R, if e and f are in distinct
nonavoiding bridges of C∗, then L and R each contain one of e and f . Then M is graphic if and
only if M/L and M/R are both graphic.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
By Lemmas 4 and 5, Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following theorem on fundamental graphs.
Theorem 10. G is graphic iff G has no Fournier triple and the avoidance graphs of G have no
odd cycles.
The results of Tutte [6] and Fournier [3] mentioned in the first section of this paper imply that
if G is graphic, then G has no Fournier triple and no avoidance graphs with odd cycles. Hence,
to prove Theorem 1, we only need to prove that if G has no Fournier triple and no avoidance
graphs with odd cycles, then G is graphic. The proof of this result will take up the rest of this
paper.
Lemma 11. Let G′ = G − z and let B1 and B2 be nonavoiding bridges of G′ at y. Suppose B1,
B2 and z lie in the same bridge of G at y. (This is only possible if z /∈ NG(y), NG(z) ∩ B1 = ∅
and NG(z)∩B2 = ∅.) Then either G has a Fournier triple or G has an avoidance graph with an
odd cycle.
Proof. We will assume that G does not have a Fournier triple and show that G must have an
avoidance graph with an odd cycle.
B1, B2 and z lie in the same bridge of G at y. Hence, between any pair of vertices u ∈ B1
and v ∈ B2, there is a path on G that avoids NG(y). Further, if NG′(u) ∩ NG′(B2) = NG′(B2),
then there is a path from v to y on G that avoids NG(u). We will use this fact repeatedly in the
argument below.
As B1 and B2 are nonavoiding on G′, there exist s ∈ B1, and t ∈ B2 such that ∅ = NG′(s) ∩
NG′(B2) = NG′(B2) and ∅ = NG′(B1) ∩ NG′(B1). We may assume s and t have no common
neighbour in NG′(B1) ∩ NG′(B2), otherwise, by the remark of the previous paragraph, {s, t, y}
is a Fournier triple. Since NG(s) ∩ NG(B2) = ∅, we may assume that there exists v ∈ B2 such
that NG′(s) ∩ NG′(v) = ∅. But then NG′(B1) ⊆ NG′(v) (otherwise {v, s, y} is a Fournier triple).
Similarly there must exist u ∈ B1 such that NG′(B2) ⊆ NG′(u).
Let N = NG′(B1) = NG′(B2). By the argument above we have NG(u)∩N = NG(v)∩N = N ,
∅ = NG(s)∩N = N , and ∅ = NG(t)∩N = N . We may assume that all paths from s to B2 on G
pass through NG(u) and that all paths from t to B1 pass through NG(v) (otherwise either {s, u, v}
or {t, u, v} is a Fournier triple on G).
Suppose there is a path from y to z on G that does not pass through N . If neither u ∈ NG(z)
nor v ∈ NG(z), then {u,v, y} is a Fournier triple. Hence we may assume either:
(i) there are no paths on G from y to z that avoid N , or
(ii) there is a path on G from y to z that avoids N and, wlog, z ∈ NG(u).
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{v, t} lie in three separate components of G − (NG(u) ∪ u). We denote the vertex sets of these
components by Bα , Bβ and Bγ . We will show that Bα , Bβ and Bγ lie in a 3-cycle on the avoid-
ance graph of G at u.
If condition (i) holds, then NG(Bα) = N . Since there are paths from u to v on G that avoid N ,
NG(Bγ ) ⊆ NG(Bα). But then, since ∅ = NG(t) ∩ N = N , Lemma 7 implies that Bα and Bγ are
nonavoiding. If condition (ii) holds, then NG(Bα)∩NG(Bγ ) = N ∪ z. But then, since z /∈ NG(y)
and NG(t) ∩ N = N , Bα and Bγ are nonavoiding (by Lemma 6).
As s, u ∈ B1, there is a path from s to u on G that avoids NG(y) (regardless of whether
condition (i) or (ii) holds). Hence ∅ = NG(y) ∩ NG(Bβ) = NG(Bβ). Since N ⊆ NG(Bα) and
∅ = N ∩ NG(s) = N we have ∅ = NG(Bα) ∩ NG(s) = NG(Bα). Hence, by Lemma 6, Bα and
Bβ are nonavoiding.
Finally, since N ⊆ N(Bγ ) and ∅ = NG(s) ∩ N = N , we have ∅ = NG(s) ∩ NG(Bγ ) =
NG(Bγ ). Also, since s, u ∈ B1 there are paths on G from s to u that do not pass through NG(t).
Hence ∅ = NG(t)∩NG(Bβ) = NG(Bβ). But then, by Lemma 6, Bγ and Bβ are nonavoiding. 
Lemma 12. Let G be a bipartite graph (not necessarily graphic) with y ∈ B . Let B1 and B2
be bridges of Ay(G) such that B1 and B2 are nonavoiding. Let G ∪ z be a graph formed by
attaching cobasic vertex z to G so that z /∈ NG∪z(y), NG∪z(z)∩B1 = ∅, and NG∪z(z)∩B2 = ∅.
(Note: z may have neighbours in other bridges besides B1.) Let Bz be the bridge of G ∪ z at y
that contains z (so that B1 ⊆ Bz). Then, on Ay(G ∪ z), Bz and B2 are nonavoiding.
Proof. By Lemma 6, there exist v ∈ B1 ⊆ Bz and u ∈ B2 such that ∅ = NG(v) ∩ NG(B2) =
NG(B2) and ∅ = NG(u)∩NG(B1) = NG(B1). But since either NG(v)=NG∪z(v) or NG(v)∪z =
NG∪z(v), and since NG(B2) = NG∪z(B2) we have ∅ = NG∪z(v)∩NG∪z(B2) = NG∪z(B2). Also,
since NG∪z(B1) ⊆ NG∪z(Bz), ∅ = NG∪z(u) ∩ NG∪z(Bz) = NG∪z(Bz). Hence B2 and Bz are
nonavoiding on Ay(G ∪ z). 
Lemma 13. Let G be the fundamental graph of matroid M relative to basis B . Let z ∈ G.
If G has no Fournier triple and no avoidance graph with odd cycles, then G− z has no Fournier
triple and no avoidance graphs with odd cycles.
Proof. Suppose G satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Removing a vertex cannot cause G to
have a Fournier triple. Hence we need only prove G− z has no avoidance graph with odd cycles.
Suppose y /∈ NG(z) and suppose Ay(G − z) has an odd cycle. Bridges of G − z at y may
be connected on G − (y ∪ NG(y)), so that vertices of Ay(G − z) may be identified on Ay(G).
By Lemmas 15 and 16, this will not eliminate any edges from the cycle (although the cycle may
become an odd closed walk) and hence Ay(G) has an odd cycle.
Suppose y ∈ NG(z). Then the bridges of G − z at y are identical to the bridges of G at y,
although some bridges of G − z may gain an extra neighbour (namely z) on G. Hence bridges
that are avoiding on Ay(G− z) may be nonavoiding on Ay(G), but bridges that are nonavoiding
on Ay(G− z) are still nonavoiding on Ay(G). Hence if there is an odd cycle on Ay(G− z) there
is an odd cycle on Ay(G). 
Theorem 14. If G has no Fournier triples and if the avoidance graphs of G have no odd cycles,
then G is graphic.
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with k vertices that satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Let G be a graph with k + 1 vertices
with no Fournier triples and no avoidance graphs with odd cycles.
For all basic vertices y of G, suppose that G − (y ∪ N(y)) has only one bridge. Let z be
a cobasic vertex of G such that |NG(z)| > 2. Let {y1, y2, y3} ⊆ NG(z). Then {y1, y2, y3} is a
Fournier triple. Hence no cobasic vertex of G can have more than two neighbours. But then each
fundamental cocircuit of G has size at most three and, by Theorem 8, G is graphic.
Suppose G has a basic vertex y such that G − (NG(y) ∪ y) has more than one bridge.
Since the avoidance graphs of G have no odd cycles, we can partition the vertices of G −
(NG(y) ∪ y) into two nonempty sets R and L such that for any two vertices e, f ∈ L ∪ R, if e
and f are in distinct nonavoiding bridges of G − (NG(y) ∪ y), then L and R each contain one
of e or f . By Lemma 13, the induced subgraphs of G on VG − R and VG − L are graphic. But
then by Theorem 9, G is graphic. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.
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